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There was a time, not so long ago, when the thought of allowing 
or even encouraging learners to use mobile devices such as 
smartphones or tablets was unthinkable. Trainers used a mix of 
instructor-led classroom training and computer-based learning 
as the cornerstone of a learning and development (L&D) 
program. Having a learner with a device in hand in the name of 
learning used to be unheard of.

e Learning “on the go”, as it were, flipped the script. Instead 
of devices being undesirable, they became more embraced 
and encouraged in eLearning programs, and their apps 

are expected to grow to USD$61B in the next year. Not only have 
L&D leaders learned that devices can be leveraged to facilitate a 
variety of modalities and moments of learning – including on the 
job, at the point of need, and through social interaction – they’ve 
also realized learners (especially millennials, which are the largest 
segment of the workforce in North America) are joined at the hip 
with their devices. 

“Within the chaotic learning environment, 
the biggest priorities within technology are social 

and mobile solutions.”
Brandon Hall Group 0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Source: 
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Technology
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permission.

Social/collaborative tools 43%

Mobile delivery 41%

Data analytics 36%

Virtual classrooms 29%

Content management 28%

THINGS HAVE CHANGED
TOP 5 LEARNING TECHNOLOGY PRIORITIES
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T oday it is becoming increasingly hard to discuss mobility 
in eLearning without mentioning its rising star of a cousin: 
microlearning. The nutshell version of microlearning is that 

it allows learners to digest learning content in simple, short, bite-
sized nuggets of lessons that leverage multimedia elements to get 
simple concepts across. If you’ve ever seen a video on Facebook 
that teaches you how to make a recipe in under 60 seconds, you 
have the right idea.

Microlearning uses the fact attention spans have been diminishing 
in this post-information age. Instead of sitting down for 90-minute 
courses in a classroom over days or weeks, learners now absorb 
information in kernels of knowledge that can be absorbed on the 
spot, at the point of need. 

This won’t replace classroom learning; That will always be a part 
of the L&D recipe. But the effectiveness of microlearning cannot 
be denied. When microlearning is paired with mobile learning, 
the potential explodes. Imagine an in-training safety specialist, 
for example, executing their first site safety inspection. They can 
recall elements of what they learned in classroom training, but not 
everything. So, they use their mobile phone, access their LMS, and 
instantly find relevant checklists and short videos. Not articles. Not 
PowerPoint presentations. Not guides. Just short, relevant, bite-
sized, digestible content. 

MOBILITY AND MICROLEARNING – NATURAL BEDFELLOWS

“When microlearning is paired with mobile learning, the potential explodes.”

https://www.docebo.com/
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87% = 
“Smartphone Never Leaves My Slide”

My smartphone never leaves
my side, night or day

When I wake up, the first thing
I do is reach for my smartphone

I spend more than two hours 
every day using my smartphone

In the next five years, I believe 
everything will be done on mobile device

87%

80%

78%

60%

MILLENNIALS = LOVE THEIR SMARTPHONES…

Source: KPCB, Zogby Analytics

T here is also an important role of mobility in helping 
streamline learner experience (LX). Learners used to learn 
with instructors, textbooks, and on-the-job training. In an 

era where a learner can glance down at his or her smartphone 
and execute course activities right as they are, in the exact 
environment they exercise job functions and learn and absorb 
critical information at the point of need, why would we turn to 
textbooks at all? (But of course they will always have their place.)

Learners are glued to their devices. Among millennials, which 
increasingly dominate the workforce, most say their smartphones, 
for example, never leave their side.
Smartphones, tablets, and even other devices like smartwatches 
will play an increasingly relevant role in eLearning on the job. 
As a result it is incumbent on the progressive L&D professional 
to develop a learning strategy that takes mobile elements into 
account.

W hat’s also important in this combination of mobility 
and microlearning – and often overlooked – is 
the importance of offline capabilities. While we 

commonly find that all of our devices are generally connected, 
all of the time, there are some industries, such as oil and gas and 
shipping, where a lack of connectivity is a part of reality. There 
are also times in all industries where offline functionality is a 
current reality. Think of when we are on airplanes or in remote 
locations around the globe.

As a result, it is imperative to have offline access to course 
material that can then sync to the online LMS once 
connectivity is reestablished. This enables users to learn 
through microlearning programs, on the go, even when they 
lack connectivity.

OFFLINE FUNCTIONALITY

FACILITATING LEARNER EXPERIENCE

https://www.docebo.com/
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MarketsandMarkets forecasts the global gamification market to grow from 
USD 1.65 to USD 11.10 billion by 2020

CAGR of 

46.3%

W e’ve heard of “smart, connected” 
toothbrushes that track dental 
habits to monitor hygiene, with 

“points” and “badges” for brushing, and 
“trophies” and “levels” for consistent behaviour. 
It’s an incentive-based system that has been 
applied to eLearning, and it increasingly aligns 
perfectly with the mobile approach.

With a progressive LMS, learners can get 
points, badges, and trophies for achieving and 
surpassing goals and doing better than their 
immediate competitors. From badges and 
boards to keys that open learning doors, there 
are a myriad of game mechanics to consider 
when designing your online training course.

Gamification is, pardon the pun, a game 
changer. People are competitive by nature 
and like to get rewarded for what they did and 
how they performed. This element introduces 
competition that leads to interaction and 
motivation within a training program.

MOBILITY, MEET GAMIFICATION

Every aspect of eLearning that is delivered and received 
through a mobile device overcomes an element of friction. 
When learners have to go back to a stationary computer 

console or, worse yet, a piece of paper, a textbook, or an individual 
instructor, they’re less likely to report progress and ultimately 
feel gratified by their efforts. When microlearning elements are 
combined with mobile accessibility, the potential of eLearning 
progress accelerates and improves learner experience overall.

Learn today what an immeasurable eLearning experience 
can offer with a free trial of Docebo. 

No credit card, no cost, and no commitment required. 

START YOUR FREE TRIAL
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